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Shi et al. [I] have applied an equation for solution
equivalent conductivities (denoted by A) to the problem of
estimating species equivalent conductivities (denoted by A.),
with potentially pathological consequences,as I will show.
For completeness, I will address some of Dr. Shi's statements one at a time:
Estimation of the electrical conductivity of mi.xed
solutions. ..is
discussed and demonstrated in most
physical chemistry and electrochemistry textbooks.
Actually, the electrical conductivity of solutions composed of binary salts is discussed in most textbooks. As
these are textbooks, they typically limit the discussion to
simple salts and leading order concentration dependence.
Most textbooks give Kohlrausch's equation for the solution
electrical conductivity A:
A = Ao -Acl/2

(I)

The quantity c refers to the concentration of the binary
salt, and Ao is the dilute limit (c -t 0) solution equivalent
conductivity. The solution equivalent conductivity Ai is the
sum of the component species equivalent conductivities A.ij:
Ai = LA.ij

(2)

The index i refers to a particularsolution. The index j
refersto an ionic speciesin the ith solution. For example,
i=NaCI andj=(Na+, CI-).
But Kohlrausch'sequationis only a first-orderestimate
for solution equivalentconductivity.As I statein the paper,
"While a numberof highly accurateequationscontaining
numerous coeffcients exist for estimatingthe equivalent
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conductivity[2], a new single-parameter
modelis proposed
for its simplicity". To put this into context.I have summarized theseequationshere in Table 1. The quantitiesA, B,
C, andD are coefficientsfor specificsalts.Our paperusesa
variation on the 1924Waldenequation.
The a~thors'proposed" Eq. (3) or "a single-parameter
model" to estimatethe concentrationdependenceof the
individual equivalentconductivityat.25 C. Howevel;no
referencesor informationwas given how the equation
wasderived.
I referthe readerto the right columnon page 794 of our
paper, "As a compromise,Eq. (3) is a modification of a
relationship(for binary salts)by Walden. .." Referencesto
both Horvathand Waldenappearin our paper.
The approachdescribedin our paperbegins with the
Waldenexpressionfor a binary salt, but addresses
the fact
that it is to be applied to individual speciesin arbitrary
mixtures,which had neverbeendonebefore~estimatingthe
transportparametersin arbitrarymultispecieselectrolytesis
a deepand difficult problem.Therefore,I had to determine
the speciesparametersin a balancedway and incorporate
the overall ionic strength.As stated in our paper, "The
empirical coeffcients Gj are chosento best agree with
publisheddatafor the electricalconductivityof solutions".
As a result,I referto my equationas resemblingWalden's,
but with importantdifferences.
Actually, a single-parameterequation is described in
mostphysical chemistryand electrochemistrytextbooks,
which appearsto be obeyedto a concentrationof about
0.1 M aqueousunivalent ions, only slight deviationsare
observed for NaOH and KOH solutions up to a
concentrationof1 M[3J.
I could not find this assertionin Adamson.Adamsondid,
however,have this to say aboutthe 1923 Debye- Huckel
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Table1
Summaryof equationsfor solution equivalentconductivity A, taken from
Table2.11.1 in Ref. [2}

A=Ao-Acl/2
A = Ao -(AAo + B)cl/2
A = AJ(l + BCI/2)
A=A 0 -ACI/2+Bc
A = Ao -[Acl/2/(l + BCl/2)]
A = Ao -[Acl/2/(l + BCI/2)]+ Dc
A=Ao-Acl/2+Bc
A=A-(log

log c+Cc

c)/2

equation with the Onsager coefficients (the 'relationship used
by Shi et al. [1]), "Equation 12-19 is valid for aqueous
univalent ions at 25 °C at concentrations below about 0.1
M" (Ref. [3}, Section 12-3.C, p. 498). This text appears in
the paragraph immediately following the equation. This
sentiment was reiterated by Horvath (Ref. [2}, Chapter
2.11, p. 255), "The positive deviation from the theoretical
conductances becomes significant at high concentrations
only (above 0.1 mol/L).. .".
Actually, the estimation of electrical conductivity of
cement paste pore solution has been well demonstrated
in a previous publication [2J and is discussed in more
details in a recent publication [3J.
The "previous publication" [I} uses the 1923 DebyeHuckel expression that appears in Table 1 and the Onsager
expression for the coeffcients A and B:
A = 0.2289

B = 60.21 cm2 S mol-l

(3)

These coeffcients are for binary salts, but Shi et al. [I}
use these coeffcients, without modification, for each species
in an arbitrary mixture. If this does not seem problematic,
consider the following challenge: Determine the conductivity of a 0.510 mol/l NaOH solution. The 1982-1983 CRC
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (p. D-265) reports the
conductivity to be 0.0931 S/cm. The calculation, using the
three approaches discussed, is tabulated as follows

(A.~a+
= 50.1 cm2S/mal; A.~H-= 198.0cm2S/mal;
A~aOH= ~a+ + A.~H):

Snyder
Shi
Debye-

Not only is my methodmore accuratethan eitherthe Shi
methodor the Debye- Huckel equation(properlyappliedto
a binary salt solution),the methodof Shi is problematic;a
negativespeciesequivalentconductivityis unphysical,and
it violatesthe secondlaw of thermodynamics.
The problem
with Dr. Shi's methodarisesbecausethe B coefficientwas
meant to be applied to the larger solution equivalent
conductivity,not the smallerspeciesequivalentconductivities. Moreover,it points out that Dr. Shi did not make a
cursory checkof the equation.The telling evidenceis Dr.
Shi's omissionof a similar calculationin his discussion,or
evena comparisonof his equationto the datagiven in our
paper.
For my part, I regret not being aware of the previous
publication[1] and not havingreferencedthat paperso that
I could have pointed out these problems in our paper.
Unfortunately,Dr. Shi's recent publication [4] will only
serve to promulgate these misconceptions to a wider
readership.
The propagationof these errors through the literature
highlights a growing problem in concrete materials research. It is my professionaland personal opinion that
concretematerialsresearchis one of the most interdisciplinary engineeringproblems. Many of us have found a
particular subdisciplineto study at great depth; a feature
that draws people to the field. Unfortunately, limited
financial supportfor concretematerialsresearchhas begun
to isolate many of us; as a community,we have a wide
breadth of knowledge, but there are very few people
working deeply in the same subdiscipline.As a result,
we are beginning to lose the ability to make knowledgeable decisionsas to whethera particular papershould be
published. This fact should make each of us pause to
consider whetherwe have independentconfirmation that
our researchis on a soundfoundation.
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